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Vertical Electric Source Data to Map a Fuel Oil Spill

L. C. aartel, Sandia National Laboratortes, Albuquerque, N/Pl

SUMMARY horizontal H fields on the earth's surface are a result of the-
secondary H fields. The advantage of using the borehole VES is

The multifrequency, multisource holographic method used that the non-axially symmetric geoelectric section produces the
in the analysis of seismic data is to extended electromagnetic (EM) desired response and the host response is minimized.
data within the audio frequency range. The method is applied to
the secondary magnetic fields produced by a borehole, vertical In this paper the EM holographic method, based on the
electric source (VES). The holographic method is a numerical work of Wu and Toksoz (1987) is successfully used to image a
reconstruction procedure based on the double focusing principle for target using data from model calculations. With this success, the
both the source array and the receiver array. The approach used method is used to image a diesel fuel oil spill which occurred at a
here is to Fourier transform the constructed image from frequency California site. The EM wave migration method (Bartel, 1992) and
space to time space an_ set time equal to zero. The image is the EM holographic method discussed here are equivalent.
formed when the in-phase part (real part) is a maximum or the out-
of-phase (imaginary part) is a minimum; i.e., the EM wave is phase
coherent at its origination. In the application here the secondary EM WAVES IN EARTH MATERIALS
magnetic fields are treated as scattered fields. In the numerical
reconstruction, the seismic analog of the wave vector is used; i.e., The behavior of EM waves in earth materials was discussed
the imaginary part of the actual wave vector is ignored. The briefly by Bartel (1992). From the solution to the Helmholtz
multifrequency, multisource holographic method is applied to equation in the frequency domain in the absence of sources, the
calculated model data and to actual field data acquired to map a complex wave vector in the quasi static limit is
diesel fuel oil spill.

k = [-_po] 1/2 (1)

INTRODUCTION where m = 2x'f, f is the frequency, p = Prgo (Itr is the relative

magnetic permeability and go = 4_ x10"7 H/m for the free space
For the borehole-to-surface and cross-borehole magnetic permeability), and o is the electrical conductivity in S/m

electromagnetiC, (EM) method under consideration here, the The real part of k (k9 gives rise to the propagation term and the
primary EM field is produced by a grounded, borehole, vertical imaginary part of k (lc') gives rise to the damping term and are
electric source (VES). The VES for cross-borehole magnetometric given by
resistivity (MMK) measurements has been suggested and used by

others (Edwards et al., 1984; Nabighian et al., 1984) where ]k'l=lk"l = [¢0BO/2]1/2 . (2)
generally the VES is operated at a single frequency. In addition
borehole-to-surface measurements (using the VES as a source of

The phase velocity, v, defined from the dispersion relation co = vk',
the primary EM field while measuring the horizontal magnetic fields
at the surface) offers additional data that can be used to map the and the wave length, L are given by
target of interest. The borehole-to-surface method was used by
Bartel and Newman (1991) to map an injected salt water plume, v = [2olpo] 1/2,
The frequency in the MMR case is low enough such that the out-of- (3)
phase (imaginary) component is small. However as was shown by _.= 2_/_ = 2rdk',
Barrel (19,92) and as will be shown here, there is an advantage to
operating over a range of frequencies such that the wave migration respectively, which are both dependent upon x/f leading to
and extrapolation method (Bartel, 1992) and the holographic dispersion.
method, discussed below, can be applied to the analysis of data.

For a borehole VES in the earth operating in the audio HOLOGRAPHIC METHOD
frequency range (neglecting displacement currents) with an
electrical structure which is axially symmetric about the VES, only Wu and Toksoz (1987) discussed both diffraction
a magnetic field (H) concentric with the VES is created and this tomography and multisource holography applied to seismic
field is completely confined to within the earth. In other words, imaging. Their approach has been adapted for EM waves in earth
there is no vertical H field created in the earth or in the air. materials. Multisource holography is a generalization of the
Furthermore, since VxH=0 (quasi-static limit) in air it can easily be traditional singie-source holography, lt is a numerical
shown that no horizontal H fields are created in the air. The reconstruction procedure based on the double focusing principle for
presence of a geoelectric section which is not axially symmetric both the source array and the receiver array. From Wu and Toksoz
about the VES produces secondary H fields. The measured vertical (1987) for any point (x) in the object space, the reconstructed
H fields in a borehole or on the earth's surface and the measured image can be calculated using

DlSTRIBLmON OF TH]S'_.)S_'tfM_I_'_" IS UNLIMITED
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I(%,(D) ffi __.m=l M Bs(rs,r),V_,nflNBt(r,rr)Ham(4) The [ge[I(t=0)]l hologram is shown in Figure 2 where a
resistivityof 10 fl.m was usedto calculate k'used in equation (5)

where givinga constant velocityat a given frequency. Shownis a cross-
sectionat x ffi0 along the y-axis (see Figure1). Forthe hologr_a'n

Br(r,rr)= exp[-ik'Rr(x)], and six frequencieswere used, 128Hz to 4096 Hz inbinarysteps. The
(5) imagedareawas dividedinto5 x 5 m grid fromthe surfaceto 50 m

Bs(rs,r) = exp[-ik'Rs(x)], deep and from y - -20 to 20 m. The hologramwas formedfcom
datacalculatedat 25 surfacedata stationsfor the threetransmitters

Ham is a component of the scattered (secondary)magneticfield (75 datapoints in all). The lightershadesof grayare areaswhere
measuredby the n-th receiverfor the m-th sourceand is a function IRe[I(t'_)]l is larger, the darker shades is where Ige[I(t=0)]l is
of frequency. Br is the back propagatorfromthe receiverpoint to smaller. The area where ]ge[l(t=0)]l is a maximumis the area of
the imagepoint, Bs is the backpropagatorfrom the image point to maximum phase coherency and is the source of the secondary
the source point, Rr is the distance between the receiver and the magnetic fields. Shown in the figureis the location of the target
image point, andRs is distance between the source and the image used for the calculations. It isnoted that the area with a maximum
point. Note, the back propagators are the same as the wave IRe[I(t=0)]],"whitearea', is offsetto a slightlyshallowerdepth and
extrapolationoperators used in wave migration. Here for the EM is centered at y = -2.5 m instead of y = 0 as in the model
case, the magnitudeof the wave vector, lc',is givenby equation (2) calculations. The area where[ge[l(t=0)]l is a maximumis centered
such thatk' = o/v whichdependson the _/f'. at a depth of approximately25 m to be comparedto the actual

depth of 30 m to the topof the target.
Equation (4) is an imagingprocess in that it focuses both

the receiverarray (inner summation)and the source array (outer The agreementbetweenthe holographicreconstructionand
summation) (Wu and Toksoz, 1987). To finalize the image the actual targetis reasonable. Someerrorin the target depth may
condition:at timet=Othe H wave fieldis in phase with no (or very be a resultof the long bipoleelectricalsource (see Figure l). The
small) out-of-phase part; I.e., at the originationof the wave field effects of the length of the VES on target definition is under
Im[I(x,t=O)]_ 0. To obtain I(x,t=0), I(x,tD)is Fouriertransformed investigation. In addition, target resolution is limited by the
from ro=spaceto t-space and time t is set to zero. Forn discrete frequenciesused for the reconstruction. For example,at 4096 Hz
frequencies, I(x,t=0)is givenby the wave length is 156 m for 10 fLm earth material which is

approximately13times longer than the widthof the target. Forthe

I(x,t=0) = (1/2_)_.la AtajI(x,o_j). (6) frequencies used, the target is detected but the resolution of the
target is limited;however, theresolutionis better than one might

The imageis formed when the magnetic fieldis in phase; i.e., when think based on the wave lengths involvedbecauseof the focusing
R.e[I(x,t--0)]is a maximumand/or when Im[I(x,t=0)]m0 or at least action of the holographic method. The phase shift difference
a minimum. The image I(x,t=0) representsthe fieldstrength at the between using a uniform 10 fLm ratherthan the actual layers (see
pointof the scattererand is a resultof the secondarycurrents. Figure 1) is insignificant, lt is noteworthythat the wave migration

method (Barrel, 1992) producedan image of Hy at a depth of
From Wu and Toksoz (1987), multifrequency,multisource approximately25 m using the samemodelcalculationsand onlyone

holography is equivalent to prestack migration. Thus for the EM transmitter.
case, the multifrequencymultisourceholography is equivalent to
the wave migrationreportedpreviously(Bartel, 1992). VES EXPERIIVIENT

In the fallof 1992, a VES EM experimentwas plannedand
MODEL CALCULATION executed at a fuel oil spill (FOS) site at the Sandia National

The multifrequency, muitisource holography discussed Laboratories (SNLL) installationin Livermore,CA. In February
above is applied to model calculations for the geoelectric model 1975, a 225.2 m3 (59,500 gal.) spill of No. 2 diesel fuel resulted
shown in Figure 1. This model was chosenso that a comparison to fromtheaccidentalpuncture of an undergroundtransfer line buried
the wave migration method can be made (Bartel, 1992). The about 1.2 m below the land surface. Some of the diesel fuel
horizontal H fields were calculated using an integral equation infiltratedthe soil underlyingthe spillsite; the remaindermigrated
method (Newman et al., 1986) for the VES's shown in the figure, laterallyin a shallowtrenchadjacentto the spillwhere it is thought
The fieldswere calculated over the frequencyspectrum from 4 Hz to have migratedverticallyand laterallybelow the trenchinto the
to 4096 Hz in binarysteps. The H fieldsprovidedthe input for the unconsolidated soil column. A small amount or fuel oil was
fieldcomponents H(x,CO)mn.For the model shown in Figure 1, the recovered fromthe shallow trenchnear the puncture;however, an

evaluationof the site indicatedthat 162 m3 (43,000 gal) or diesel
horizontal components of H were combinedto give a magnitude oil remains in the unsaturated zone. For more informationthe
and phase of the horizontalmagnetic field. Thiswas accomplished
by determiningthe magnitudeof the real and imaginary parts and readeris referredto DOE (1989).
then determining the phase from the real and imaginaryparts, lt is
this horizontal fieldwhich was used an the input Hamin equation
(4).
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Figure 3 shows the layout of surface data stations, the The holograms tham the cross-borehole data show similar
location of the four transmitter/receiver wells, and one of the results for the target location as do the borehole-to-surface results
monitor wells. The spill release point is also shown in the figure, shown in Figures 4 and 5. For the sake of brevity, the discussion of
The surface data stations are on a 10 x 10 m grid for a total of 49 the cross-borehole data will be defexred.
surface data stations. For the four transmitter/receiver wells, four
VES electrodes were installed on the outside of PVC casing at a
spacing of 9.144 m with the bottom electrode at a depth of 31.85 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
m. Five of the six possible transmitter configurations in each well
were used (the one not used was the one using the total length). The multisource holographic method described by Wu and
Data were taken at the 49 surface data stations, along with six Toksoz(1987) for seismic imaging has been adapted for use on EM
vertical magnetic field (Hz) measurements in each of the four data. The holographic reconstruction of calculated model data are
boreholes for the 20 transmitters. In addition, the vertical electric in good agreement with the actual model calculations. The EM
field (Ez) was measured in the boreholes not being used for the holographic reconstruction was applied to VES EM data taken at a
transmitter. The frequency range used was 16 Hz to 4096 Hz in diesel fuel oil spill site. The reconstructed image agrees very well
binary steps, with the location of the spill release point where the majority of the

fuel oil remains in the subsurface. For the frequencies used in the
reconstructions the targets are detected; however, the resolution of

APPLICATION OF THE HOLOGRAPHIC METHOD the target is limited by the frequencies involved.

The IRe[I(t=0)]l hologram is shown in Figure 4 for a cross- From the work done to date, areas of future research are
section at x = 35 m along the y-axis (see Figure 3). A resistivity of apparent. The first is to relate the reconstructed image IRe[l(t---0)]I
40 f_.m was used to calculate k' in the back propagators. For the to the conductivity structure. The second is a methodology of
hologram three frequencies were used, 1024 Hz to 4096 Hz in combining borehole-to-surface and cross-borehole data to be able
binary steps. The imaged area was divided into 5 x 5 m grid from to utilize the total data set. On the experimental side, in order to
the surface to 50 m deep and from y -- 0 to 60 m. The hologram gain resolution it will be necessary to operate at higher frequencies.
was formed from data measured at 49 surface data stations for the

20 distinct transmitters (980 data points in all). The lighter shades ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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